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Summary. Coordinating the behavior of a large number of agents to achieve a system level 
goal poses unique design challenges. In particular, problems of scaling (number of agents in 
the thousands to tens of thousands), observability (agents have limited sensing capabilities), 
and robustness (the agents are unreliable) make it impossible to simply apply methods devel- 
oped for small multi-agent systems composed of reliable agents. To address these problems, 
we present an approach based on deriving agent goals that are aligned with the overall sys- 
tem goal, and can be computed using information readily available to the agents. Then, each 
agent uses a simple reinforcement learning algorithm [26] to pursue its own goals. Because 
of the way in which those goals are derived, there is no need to use difficult to scale external 
mechanisms to force collaboration or coordination among the agents, or to ensure that agents 
actively attempt to appropriate the tasks of agents that suffered failures. 
To present these results in a concrete setting, we focus on the problem of finding the sub- 
set of a set of imperfect devices that results in the best aggregate device [5]. This is a large 
distributed agent coordination problem where each agent (e.g., device) needs to determine 
whether to be part of the aggregate device. Our results show that the approach proposed in this 
work provides improvements of over an order of magnitude over both traditional search meth- 
ods and traditional multi-agent methods. Furthermore, the results show that even in extreme 
cases of agent failures (i.e., half the agents failed midway through the simulation) the system's 
performance degrades gracefully and still outperforms a failure-free and centralized search al- 
gorithm. The results also show that the gains increase as the size of the system (e.g., number of 
agents) increases. This latter result is particularly encouraging and suggests that t h i s  method 
is ideally suited for domains where the number of agents is currently in the thousands and will 
reach tens or hundreds of thousands in the near future. 
1 Introduction 
Coordinating a large number of agents to achieve complex tasks collectively presents 
new challenges to the field of multi-agent systems. The research issues in this area 
present significant departures from those in traditional multi-agent systems coordi- 
nation problems where a handful of agents interact with one another. When dealing 
with a handful of agents, it is reasonable to assume that in many cases agents re- 
act to one another, can model one another, and/or enter into contracts with one an- 
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other [6, 8, 12, 211. When dealing with thousands of agents on the other hand, such 
assumptions become more difficult to justify. At best each one can assume that the 
agents are aware of other agents as part of a background. In such cases, agents have 
to act within an environment that may be shaped by the actions of other agents, but 
cannot be interpreted as the the by-product of the actions of any single agent. 
This distinction is crucial and makes the coordination problem fundamentally 
different than that traditionally encountered in many domains, and thus requires new 
approaches. In this work, we focus on an agent coordination method that aims to 
handle systems which have the following four characteristics: 
i . The agents have iimited sensing and decision making capabilities. Therefore, 
rather than rely on carefully designed agents, the interactions among the agents 
will be leveraged to achieve the complex task; 
-__ ~ _ _ _ _ _  - ~~ -~~ 
2. The agents will not be able to model the other agents in the s y K T h e F e f o C  
they will “react” to the signals they receive from their environment; 
3. The agents will not necessarily perform reliably, and a non-negligible percentage 
of the agents will to fail during the life-cycle of the system. Therefore, the agents 
will not rely on other agents performing specific tasks at specific performance 
levels. 
4. The number of agents will be in the thousands. Therefore, the agents will need 
to act with local information and without direct regard for the full system per- 
formance. 
To study such multi-agent systems within a concrete domain, we focus on the 
problem of imperfect device subset selection. This problem consists of a set of im- 
perfect devices, and the task is to find the subset of those devices that results in the 
best aggregate device [5] .  It can be viewed as an abstraction of what will likely loom 
as a major challenge in achieving coordination in large scale multi-agent systems 
(e.g., systems of nano or micro-scale components) meeting the four criteria listed 
above. This is a hard optimization problem, and brute force approaches cannot be 
used for any but its smallest toy instances [ 5 ,  101. 
We propose addressing this problem by associating each device with an adaptive 
Reinforcement-Learning (RL) agent [15, 17, 26, 331) that decides whether or not 
its device will be a member of the subset. In this problem, there is a well-defined, 
system-level objective function that needs to be achieved. As such we focus on how 
the agents’ actions further that system-level goal (i.e., global utility). Furthermore, 
because we intend to scale this system to a large number of agents, the agents need 
to take their actions without actively soliciting information from other agents in the 
system. The design problem we face then, is to determine how best to set the private 
utility functions of the agents in a way that will lead to good values of the global 
utility, without involving difficult to scale external mechanism that ensure coopera- 
tion among the agents. Note that though the agents have simple decisions to make, 
this is still fundamentally a multi-agent problem: Each agent autonomously makes a 
decision at each time step based on its estimate of the reward it will receive; and the 
system is fully distributed as each agent has full autonomy over its actions. 
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For the joint action of agents working in such a system to provide good values of 
the global utility, we must both ensure that the agents do not work at cross-purposes, 
ar,d that each one has a leming problem that is relatively easy to solve Typically 
these two requirements are in conflict with one another. For example, providing each 
agent with the system-level goal will ensure that they will not work at cross purposes. 
However, such a choice will leave the agents with a difficult problem: each of the 
agents’ utilities will depend on the actions of all the other agents, making it all but 
impossible for the agents to determine the best actions to follow in most systems 
of interest. At the other extreme, providing each agent with a simple, local utility 
function will provide a clear signal, but may not necessarily lead the system to high 
values of global utility. 
The challenge is is to find the best trade-off between these two requirements. This 
liesignprahlem k r e k d m x o r k  in many. a t h - e r - f i e l d s , i n c ~ u ~ ~ m u l t i - ~ ~ n t  sys- 
tems (MAS’S), computational economics, mechanism design, computational ecolo- 
gies and game theory [4, 20, 13, 18, 251. However, because of issues related to the 
scale of the system, the reliability of the agents and the limited availability of in- 
formation, they do not provide a full solution to this problem. (See [30] for a de- 
tailed discussion of the relationship between these fields, involving hundreds of ref- 
erences.) 
This chapter presents an agent utility based multi-agent coordination algorithm 
that is well-suited for large and noisy multi-agent systems where coordination among 
simple and coomperative agents is required. In Section 2 we summarize the back- 
ground material for agent utility derivation and define the desirable properties an 
agent utility needs to possess for coordination in large multi-agent systems. In Sec- 
tion 3 we present the imperfect device combination problem and derive the specific 
es for this domain. In Section 4 we describe the simulations and present 
results showing the performance of the various utilities, their scaling properties and 
their robustness to agent failures. Finally, in Section 5 we provide a summary and 
discuss the implications and general applicability of this work. 
2 Background 
In this work, we focus on multi-agent systems that aim to maximize a global utility 
function, G(z) ,  which is a function of the joint move of all agents in the system, z. 
Instead of maximizing G(z)  directly, each agent, i, tries to maximize its private util- 
ity function gi(z).  Our goal is to devise private utility functions that will cause the 
multi-agent system to produce high values of G(z) [2, 28, 341. Because this method 
is based on assigning a utility function to each agent, it is better suited for inher- 
ently cooperative distributed domains such as multi-rover coordination [l], or the 
imperfect device combination problem presented here. On the other hand, with some 
modifications, it is also applicable to more general domains such as data routing [32], 
job scheduling over heterogeneous servers [29] or multivariate search [35]. 
In this work, the notation zi refers to the parts of z that are dependent on the 
actions of i, and z-i to refer to the components of z that do not depend on the actions 
< -  
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of agent i. Instead of concatenating these partial states to obtain the full state vector, 
we use zero-padding for the missing elements in the partial state vector. This allows 
us to use addition and subtraction operators when merging components of different 
states (e.g., z = zi + z-i). 
2.1 Properties of Utility Functions 
Now, let us formalize the two requirements discussed above that a private utility 
should satisfy. First, the private utilities have to be aligned with respect to G, quan- 
tiijk-!go the c9ncept LIE! an action taken by an agent that iinprmes its private utility 
also improves the global utility. Formally, for systems with discrete states, the degree 
of factoredness for a given utility function gi is defined as: 
for all z’ such that z-i = zy l  and where u[x] is the unit step function, equal to 1 if 
x > 0, and zero otherwise. Intuitively, the higher the degree of factoredness between 
two ullities, the more likely it is that a change of state will have the impact on the 
two utilities (e.g., make both of them go up). A system is fully factored when 4, = 1. 
As a trivial example, a system in which all the private utility functions equal G [7] is 
fully factored. 
Second, the private utilities have to have high learnability, intuitively meaning 
that an agent’s utility should be sensitive to its own actions and insensitive to actions 
of others. Formally we can quantify the learnability of utility gi, for agent i at z:  
where E[.] is the expectation operator, z:’s are alternative actions of agent i at z, and 
z’’,’s are alternative joint actions of all agents other than i. Intuitively, learnability 
provides the ratio of the expected value of gi over variations in agent i’s actions to 
the expected value of g, over variations in the actions of agents other than i. So at a 
given state 2, the higher the learnability, the more gr ( z )  depends on the move of agent 
i, Le., the better the associated signal-to-noise ratio for i. Higher learnability means 
it is easier for i to achieve a large values of its utility. Note that, though a system 
where all agents’ private utilities are set to G is fully factored, such a system will 
have low learnability since each agent’s utility will depend on the actions of all the 
other agents in the system. 
2.2 Private Utility Functions 
Now, let us present two utilities that are fully factored and have high learnability. The 
Estimated Difference Utility is given by: 
EDUi E G(z) - EZi[G(z) I z - ~ ]  (3 )  
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where Ei, [G(z) l.i-;] gives the expected value of G over the possible actions of agent i. 
Such a private utility for the agents is fully factored with G because the second term 
does not depend on agent i’s state E341 (these utilities are referred to as AU in [34]). 
Furthermore, because it removes noise from an agent’s private utility, EDU yields 
far better learnability than does G [34]. This noise reduction is due to the subtraction 
which (to a first approximation) eliminates the impact of states that are not affected 
by the actions of agent i. 
The second utility we consider is the Wonderful Life Utility [34], given by: 
WLUi E G(z) - G(z-i). (4) 
The major difference between EDU and WLU is in how they handle z-i. EDU pro- 
vides an estimate of agent i’s impact by sampling all possible actions of agent i 
G, because the second term does not depend on the actions of agent i [34]. In general, 
WLU also has better learnability than G, and in the next section we discuss this in 
more detail for this problem domain. 
~-w3masR‘EU-srm-pmemes xgerit i ~from-d.lesysre-m-;U~isalsa factured-with-- ~~ 
3 Combination of Imperfect Devices 
We now explore the use of these private utility functions for the problem of com- 
bining imperfect devices [5]. A typical example of this problem arises when many 
simple and noisy observational devices (e.g., nano or micro devices, low power sens- 
ing devices) attempt to accurately determine some value pertinent to the phenomenon 
they’re observmg. Each device will provide a single number that is dightly off, sim- 
ilar to sampling a Gaussian centered on the value of the real number. The problem 
is to choose the subset of a fixed collection of such devices so that the average (over 
the members of the subset) distortion is as close to zero as possible. 
3.1 Problem Definition 
Formally, the problem is to minimize 
where nj E {0,1} is whether device j is or is not selected, and there are N devices in 
the collection, having associated distortions {ai} .  This is a hard optimization prob- 
lem that is similar to known NP-complete problems such as subset sum or partition- 
ing [5, lo], but has two twists: the presence of the denominator and that u j  E R V j .  
In this work we set the system-level utility function to G = - E  (we do this so that 
the goal is to “maximize” G, which is more consistent with the concept of “utility” 
design). 
The system is composed of N agents, each,responsible for setting one of the nj. 
Each of those agent has its own private utility function, though the overall objective 
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is to maximize system level performance. The aim is to give those agents private 
utilities so that, as they learn to maximize their private utilities, they also maximize 
G. 
3.2 Expected Difference Utility 
For this application, the EDU discussed in the previous section becomes: 
where p(ni = 1) and p(ni = 0) give the probabilities that agent i set its n; to 1 or 
0 respectively. In what follows, we will assume that those two actions are equally 
likely (Le., for all agents i, p(ni = 1) = p(ni = 0)  = 0.5). 
Depending on which action agent i chose (0 or l), EDU can be reduced to: 
or: 
Note that in this formulation, EDU provides a very clear signal. If EDU is posi- 
tive, the action taken by agent i was beneficial to G, and if EDU is negative, the action 
was detrimental to G. Thus an agent trying to maximize EDU will efficiently max- 
imize G, without explicitly trying to do so. Furthermore, note that the computation 
of EDU requires very little information. Any system capable of broadcasting G can 
be minimally modified to accommodate EDU. For each agent to compute its EDU, 
the system needs to broadcast the two numbers needed to compute G: the number 
of devices that were turned on (Le., the denominator in Equation 5) and the associ- 
ated subset distortion as a real number (i.e., the numerator in Equation 5 before the 
absolute value operation is performed. Based on those two numbers, the.agent can 
compute its EDU. 
3.3 Wonderful Life Utility 
For this application, the WLU discussed in the previous section becomes: 
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Note however, that unlike with EDU, the action chosen by agent i has a large 
impact on the WLU. If agent i chooses action 0, the two terms in Equation 9 are 
idcntica!, resalting in a WLU of zero. Depending on which action agent i chose (0 or 
l), WLU can be reduced to: 
or: 
WLUi(Z) = 0 if ni = 0 .  (1 1) 
In this formulation, unlike EDU, WLU provides a clear signal only if agent i had 
to G, and a negative WLU means that the action was detrimental for G. However, if 
agent i had chosen action 0, it receives a reward of 0 regardless of whether that action 
was good or bad for G .  This means that on average half the actions an agent takes 
will be random as far as G is concerned. Considering learnability implications, this 
means that on average WLU will have half the learnability of EDU for this problem. 
__ ~ ~~ ~ -___ € k ~ s e R a ~ i e n - M R ~ a t - G ~ s e , - a - p ~ s ~ € i - v e ~ m ~ a ~ - ~ a ~ . ~ ~ € ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i  21 ~~ 
4 Experimental Results 
In this work we purposefully used computationally unsophisticated and easy to build 
agents for the following reasons: 
1. To ensure that we remained consistent with our purpose of showing that a large 
scale system of potentially failure-prone agents can be coordinated to achieve 
a system level goal. Indeed, building thousands of sophisticated agents may be 
prohibitively difficult; therefore though systems that will scale up to thousands 
may use sophisticated agents, they cannot rely on such sophistication. 
2. To focus on the design of the utility functions. Having sophisticated agents can 
obscure the differences in performance due to the agent utility functions and the 
algorithms they ran. By having each agent run a very simple algorithm we kept 
the emphasis on the effectiveness of the utility functions. 
Each agent had a data set and a simple reinforcement learning algorithm. Each 
agents’ data set contained time, action, utility value triplets that the agent stored 
throughout the simulation. At each time step each agent chose what action to take, 
which provided a joint action which in turn set the system state. Based on that state 
the system level utility, and the private utility of all the agents are computed. The 
new time, action take and utility value for agent i then gets added to the data set 
maintained by agent i. This is done for all agents and then the process repeats. 
To choose its actions, an agent uses its data set to estimate the values of the utility 
it would receive for taking each of its two possible move. Each agent i picks its action 
at a time step based on the utility estimates at that time. Instead of simply picking the 
largest estimate, to promote exploration it probabilistically selects an action, with a 
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higher likelihood of selecting the actions with higher utility estimates (e.g., it uses 
a Boltzmann distribution across the utility values). Because the experiments were 
run for short periods of time, the temperature in the Boltzmann distribution did not 
decay in time. However to reflect the fact that the environment in which an agent is 
operating changes with time (as the other agents change their moves), and therefore 
the optimal action changes in time, the two utility estimates are formed using expo- 
nentially aged data: for any time step t ,  the utility estimate i uses for ,setting either 
of the two actions ni is a weighted average of all the utility values it has received at 
previous times t’ that it chose that action, with the weights in the average given by an 
e.upneatia1 nf the vRliinq t - t’ Finnlly, tn form the agents’ initial data sets, there is 
an initialization period in which all actions by all agents are chosen uniformly ran- 
domly, with no learning used. It is after this initialization period ends that the agents 
For all learning algorithms, the first 20 time steps constitute the data set initial- 
ization period (note that all learning algorithms must “perform” the same during that 
period, since none are actually in use then). Starting at t = 20, with each consecu- 
tive time step a fixed fraction of the agents switch to using their learner algorithms 
instead, while others continue to take random actions. Because the behavior of the 
agents starting to use their learning algorithm changes, having all agents start learn- 
ing simultaneously provides a sudden “spike” into the system which significantly 
slows down the learning process. This gradual introduction of the learning algo- 
rithms is intended to soften the “discontinuity” in each agent’s environment. In these 
experiments, for N = 50 and N = 100, three agents turned on their learning algo- 
rithms at each time step, and for N = 1000, sixty agents turned on their learning 
algorithms at each time step. 
d o s e  ~heiract ions~accordi~g~~~t~e~associated Boltzmann istributions--- ~ ~~ - 
4.1 Agent Utility Performance 
Figures 1-3 show the convergence properties of different agent utilities and a search 
algorithm in systems with 50, 100 and 1000 agents respectively. The results reported 
are based on 20 different {a,} configurations, where each {a,} is selected from a 
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variance. For each configuration, the 
experiments were run 50 times (i.e., each point on the figures is the average of 20 x 
50 = 1000 runs). The graphs labeled G, EDU and WLU show the performance of 
agents using reinforcement learners with those reinforcement signals provided by G 
(team game), EDU and WLU respectively. S shows the performance of local search 
where new 11~’s are generated at each step by perturbing the current state and selected 
if the solution is better than the current best solution (in the experiments reported 
here, 25% of the actions were randomly changed at each time step, though somewhat 
surprisingly, the results are not particularly sensitive to this parameter). Because the 
runs are only 200 time steps long, algorithms such as simulated annealing do not 
outperform local search: there is simply no time for an annealing schedule. This 
local search algorithm provides the performance of an algorithm with centralized 
control. 
0 50 100 150 200 
time 




0 50 100 150 200 
time 
Fig. 2. Combination of Imperfect Devices Problem, N=100. 
In all cases in which agents use the G utility, they have a difficult time learning. 
Even for 50 agents, the noise in the system is too large for such agents to learn how 
to select their actions. For 50 agents (Figure 1)  both WLU and EDU outperform the 
centralized search algorithm. In this case, both utility functions sufficiently “clean- 
up” the signal for the agents to perform well. For 100 agents (Figure 2), WLU starts 
to suffer. Because agents only receive useful feedback when they take one of the two 
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time 
Fig. 3. Combination of Imperfect Devices Problem, N=1000. 
actions, the noise in the system is increasing. This “noise” becomes too much for 
systems with 1000 agents (Figure 3), where WLU is outperformed by the centralized 
algorithm. EDU, on the other hand, continues to provide a clean signal for all systems 
up to the largest we tested (1000 agents). 
Note that because agents turning on their learning algorithm changes the environ- 
ment, the performance of the system as whole degrades immediately after learning 
starts (i.e., after 20 steps) in some cases. Once agents adjust to the new environment, 
the system settles down and starts to converge. 
4.2 Scaling Characteristics of Utilities 
Figure 4 shows scaling results (the r = 200 average performance over 1000 runs) 
along with the associated error bars (differences in the mean). As N grows two com- 
peting factors come into play. On the one hand, there are more degrees of freedom 
to use to minimize G. On the other hand, the problem becomes more difficult: the 
search space gets larger for S, and there is more noise in the system for the learning 
algorithms. To account for these effects and calibrate the performance values as N 
varies, we also provide the baseline performance of the “algorithm” that randomly 
selects its action (“Ran”). Note that the difference between the performances of all 
algorithms and EDU increases when the system size increases, reaching a factor of 
twenty for S and over 600 for G for N = 10o0. 
Also note that all algorithms but EDU have slopes similar to that of “Ran”, show- 
ing that they cannot use the additional degrees of freedom provided by the larger N .  
Only EDU effectively uses the new degrees of freedom, providing gains that are 
proportionally higher than the other algorithms (i.e., the rate at which EDU’s per- 
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Fig. 4. Scaling in the Combination of Imperfect Devices Problem. 
formance improves outpaces what is “expected” based on the random algorithm’s 
performance). 
4.3 Robustness 
In order to evaluate the robustness of the proposed utility functions for multiagent 
coordination, we tested the performance of the system when a subset of the agents 
failed during the simulation. At a given time ( t  = 100 in these experiments), a certain 
percentage of agents failed (e.g., were turned off) simulating hazardous condition in 
which the functioning of the agents cannot be ascertained. The relevance of this 
experiment is in determining whether the proposed utility functions require all or a 
large portion of the agents to perform well to be effective, or whether they can handle 
sudden changes to their environment. 
Figure 5 shows the performance of EDU, WLU, and G for 50 agents when 10% 
of the agents fail at time step t = 100. Similarly Figure 6 shows the performance of 
100 agents where 20% of them fail. The results of the centralized search algorithm 
with no failures (“S” from Section 4. I), is also included for comparison. 
In these experiments, none of the agent learning algorithms were adjusted to 
account for the change in the environment. In agents that continued to function, the 
learning proceeded as though nothing had happened. As a consequence, not only 
did the agents need to overcome the sudden change in their task but they had to 
do so with parameters tuned to the previous environment. Despite these limitations, 
EDU and WLU recover rapidly for the 50 agent case, whereas G does not. For the 
case with 100 agents and 20% agent failure, only EDU outperforms the centralized 
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time 
Fig. 5. System performance for 50 agents, 10% of which fail at time t=lOO. 
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time 
Fig. 6. System performance for 100 agents, 20% of which fail at time t=lOO. 
80% functioning agents, each tuned to a different environment outperforms a 100% 
functioning centralized algorithm. 
Figures 7 and 8 show the performance of EDU when the percentage of agent fail- 
ures increases from 10 to 50% for 50 and 100 agents respectively. For comparison 
purposes, the search results (From Section 4.1) are also included. After the initial 
drop in performance when the agents stop responding, EDU trained algorithms re- 
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time 
Fig. 7. Effect of agent failures on EDU for 50 agents (S has no agent failures). 
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time 
Fig. 8. Effect of agent failures on EDU for 100 agents ( S  has no agent failures). 
cover rapidly and even with half the agents outperform the fully functioning and 
centralized search algorithm. These results demonstrate both the adaptability of the 
EDU and its robustness to failures of individual agents, even in extreme cases. 
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5 Discussion 
The combination of imperfect devices is a simple abstraction of a problem that will 
loom large in the near future: How to coordinate a very large numbers of agents 
- many of which may have limited access to information and perform unreliably 
- to achieve a prespecified system-level objective. This problem is fundamentally 
different from traditional multi-agent problems in at least four ways: (i) the agents 
have limited sensing and decision making capabilities; (ii) the agent do not model 
the actions of other agents; (iii) the agents are unreliable and failure-prone; and (iv) 
the number of agents is in the thousands. 
The work summarized in this chapter is based on ensuring coordination while 
eliminating external mechanisms such as contracts and incentives to allow the sys- 
imperfect devices, the results shows the promise of this method by providing im- 
provements of up to twenty times better than a centralized algorithm and of nearly 
three orders of magnitude over a multi-agent system using a team game approach. 
Furthermore, when as many as half the agents failed during simulations, the proposed 
method still outperformed a fully functioning centralized search algorithm. 
This approach is well-suited for addressing coordination in large scale cooper- 
ative multi-agent systems where the agents do not have pre-set and possibly con- 
flicting goals, or when the agents do not need to hide their objectives. The focus is 
on ensuring that the agents do not inadvertently frustrating one another in achiev- 
ing their goals. The results show that in such large scale, failure-prone systems, this 
method performs well precisely because it does not rely on the agents building an ac- 
curate model of their surroundings, modeling the actions of other agents or requiring 
all agents in the system to reach a minimum performance level. 
-iems-to . s c a l e ~ t o ~ l a r ~ ~ y s t e m - I n _ t h e _ e x p e r i m e n t ~ ~ ~ . o f - ~ e c t ~ ~  subset_ofL ~ ~~ ~~ ~ 
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